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Hey i'm Doni, the owner of pivot

cosmetics. I help women like you,

ditch their day dreams and

actually turn them into a reality. I’ll

give you the tools needed to start

your own thriving business! 

 

After years of being a serial

entrepreneur, I realized that

having a healthy business doesn’t

come from just wanting to be

successful. It comes from having a

demand for what you offer and a

solid strategy! That’s where I

come in! Let me help you

become the beauty boss you’ve

always wanted  to be!

meet your new mentor

DONI BROWN | DONIBROWN.COM | COPYRIGHT 2020

"I want nothing more than to help other women see

fruits from their labor. In order the thrive, you need

the proper tools and information. With the right

information, you can truly transform your reality and

manifest the life and business you've always longed

for."
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I’m not just passionate about

growing beauty brands because it’s

fun….I’ve actually been where you’re

at! 

 

I started my first cosmetic line back

in July of 2018…. Actually, let me

stop lying. Between you and me, I

actually started it in the summer of

2017. Yup, I usually cut that part

out of my story because it’s not my

favorite thing to highlight. When I

started the brand (So Luxe

Cosmetics), I felt like I just needed

to release a product because I had

a large audience.

 

Attention + no where for people to

put their money = money lost!

 

Unfortunately, instead of creating a

product based on what my audience

would want, I just created

something that I thought would be

cool and easy to make. This is when

I created my first draft of what is

now my signature product….the

“Glow Drops”. I literally just went on

YouTube and found a tutorial of a

makeup artist with an adorable

pixie cut, sharing how she DIY’d her

own glow drops. 

my story
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MY STORY

CONT.

When I came across this tutorial, due to her easy

explanation and the beautiful finish of the oil when

she swatched it, I figured this would be perfect for

what I was trying to do! I grabbed the ingredients

she used, and boom! That was my “formula”. 

Actually, back then, I called it a recipe. Lol! This

tutorial literally had all of 5 ingredients, and I

thought that would get the job done! She seemed

sure, and I trusted her. PERIOD! Now, when I see

small brands creating glow drops in their product

lines, I read the ingredients list and I know right

away that they watched the same video. She’s

probably responsible for half of the glow drops on

the market.

 

*Now, just to give you some extra gems, I’m going

to be pointing out where I went wrong. This might

help you identify some of the holes in your

business. 

 

After creating this product in 3 shades, I went to

my best friend’s apartment and had her shoot

some pictures of me by her pool. She had a wayyyy

better camera than me and her pool was a vibe.

She was definitely clutch!

 

During this shoot, I even made a little "video ad",

and these photos were going to be for my launch

post, my website, and anything else I needed them

for. The real issue came into place because I

actually had no real launching strategy. I was

literally going to just post on the day I launched

and watch the orders roll in…. I mean that’s how it

works right? You post something and people buy it

when you have a bunch of followers.
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WRONG. Just because an influencer has followers,

decent engagement and consistent brand deals

doesn’t mean their posts convert into actual sales.

The same goes for brands! Some of your favorite

brands don’t survive from just online sales. Most of

them are staying afloat from their wholesale retail

orders…. But you didn’t hear that from me. �

 

So back to my launch…..

 

Yeah, you already know it was a dub. I posted and

people said I looked cute, and that was that.

Nobody bought a thing!

 

I made my website on big cartel and I took the

product photos on my phone. Overall, it didn’t

look terrible, but I was missing sooooo many

essential qualities for my website. I definitely over

charged for the product because the quality was

not up to par, and the descriptions weren’t

descriptive enough.

 

All in all, after a few months of me sporadically

posting about it, pretending to package orders on

my IG story, and getting literally 1 sale a month, I

knew something needed to change! Like, BAD!

 

Ironically, my life shifted at the same time I had this

realization. I ended up getting pretty sick from an

ovarian cyst that developed and burst one day

while I was working out (that’s another story for

another day though). I also was just super confused

as to how I was going to shift my life in the

direction I wanted it to actually go. All of my

ambitions seemed to be going nowhere and I

knew I was over just being an influencer.

 



MY STORY

CONT.

So I researched…. And researched and

researched! I would grab my phone and listen to

podcast interviews, read articles, read books and

take tons of notes! While doing my research, I

realized I needed to reformulate the product,

rebrand, and reposition it. This birthed the idea for

the signature glow kit which consisted of a powder

and liquid highlight. Unfortunately once I was

finally feeling better, I didn’t have the money to

make the brand into what I had envisioned, so I put

it on the back burner. I honestly don’t even think

my audience noticed. I just kept it moving, and so

did they. Not one person asked me about it.

 

Fast forward 6 months….A LOT had changed. 

 

I was in a better spot financially, and I created a life

I was beginning to love. One day it dawned on me

though…. I finally had the money to relaunch So

Luxe Cosmetics! So, I did just that! There was no

deliberation, I just decided to do it!

 

I decided this in April and by July, we relaunched. 

 

This time I was determined to do things better! I

did a full photoshoot with models (shot by me, but

still decent), I created nice product photos,

completely upgraded the formulas and the

packaging, and I planned a super elaborate launch

party!

 

Looking back, the launch party was cute, but it was

a total waste. I know how to throw a good party,

and I stand by that, but that still didn’t convert to

sales!
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Woooo. At this point, I wanted to just throw the

whole brand away when I got home and saw that

after all these influencers were posting at the event

and I had super high engagement, still no one

bought my product.

 

What does a girl have to do to get some sales

around here!!! Sheesh!

 

Well, for one, I needed to properly set up my store

so I could actually get sales! I later realized that I

hadn’t set things up right so people weren’t able to

checkout.

 

I also didn’t optimize it for mobile. Just because a

website host says they’re going to optimize your

site for mobile doesn’t mean they’ll actually

automatically do it right. It really means that YOU

have the option to optimize it. lol

 

So, this is when reality set in…. I still didn’t know

how to actually make sales. People kept saying

“congrats girl!! It looks amazing!” and “Oooo, I’m

going to have to grab some”, but never did.

 

So what was I missing? Why in the WORLD were

people not converting? I needed answers. This is

when I started what I like to call, the testing phase.

It’s the part of my journey I dove deep into learning

about online sales. There were 3 strategies that

seemed to convert. DMing people, Facebook Ads,

and posting the reviews/ that we were actually

getting sales. People buy into brands that they can

trust. I needed to build that up.

 



Now, while these things were

actually helping me get sales, it still

wasn't predictable. I still felt like I

was pulling teeth EVERY SINGLE

DAY! I knew there had to be a

better way. There was something I

was missing....

 

So, I went back to the drawing

board, AGAIN! I told myself, We're

going to try this one last time! I

decided to revamp the brand, and

develop a strategy that was

extremely calculated, trackable and

predictable!

 

I was over this guessing game.

That's when the idea for Pivot was

born! It was developed around

solid research and my strategy for it

was built on proven, trackable

methods.

 

*One of the biggest issues I had

was not being able to track and pin

point specific actions I took and

correlate them to each sale.  

 

Once I finally launched Pivot, we

reached our revenue goal for the

month in just a few days!

 

So what exactly did I change?...

Let's talk about it.

my story

DONIBROWN.COM
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”

“

YOUR BRAND WILL
SELL ITSELF IF YOU
BUILD IT RIGHT!
YOUR SUCCESS
DEPENDS ON
YOUR STORY,

STRATEGIES AND
SYSTEMS.
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steps to transformation



LET'S GET

STARTED!
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BRAND DEVELOPMENT

video  1  takeaways

Always remember that your brand has to

have a purpose beyond just your

products. What else does your brand have

to offer outside of that? What else do it

represent?

 

Your brand's DNA should be built around

your customers needs and desires. These

will be used to create your products,

branding, messaging, and literally

everything else! Doing this will ensure that

your ideal customers will fall in love with

your brand from the moment they

discover you! We want to cater to them on

every level! 

 

*Cue destiny's child! 

 

No, but in all seriousness, your brand

needs to be developed beyond just

figuring out your packaging. Honestly,

your packaging and branding shouldn't

even be thought about until you figure

this part out. Please remember that you're

not creating this brand for you. If your

goal is to get sales, you have to become

customer oriented. You are now in the

service industry. It may not be categorized

that way, but when you sell a product,

you're trying to meet someone's needs or

desires... aka, you're catering to them. 
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NOTES

brand development

 



IMAGE INSPO

brand board

PRIMARY LOGO & ICONS

COLOR PALETTE

MISSION STATEMENT

FONTS

 

# # # #



gender:

 

age range (no more than a 10 year range):

 

race (can be multiple):

 

issue (what are you solving for them):

 

where they live (top 3-5 states):

 

income level:

 

marital status:

 

who else they follow on social media:

 

favorite tv shows:

 

other brand’s they like:

 

celebrities they like:

 

events they go to:

 

influencers they follow:
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What is your brand's story? Write your core message:

brand story

Develop your brand pillars. What are your customer's

needs and wants? How are you catering to them?

How do you want people to feel when they encounter

your brand?
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BRAND EXPERIENCE

video  2  takeaways

So, you've figured out how to give your

brand depth, but what experience are

you creating for your customers?

 

Your ultimate goal should be to create an

in-store experience online. When you

create your website, messaging, content,

etc, it all needs to be to tailored to your

customer. When your goal is to create

things that they would love most, it gives 

 them a unique experience so they can

feel seen and believe that buying from

you is a no brainer! Why do the bare

minimum when you can do something to

stand out! Yes, there are essentials that

every website should have, but what can

you do to take things to the next level.

Always add to the essentials. Don't cut

corners or do one thing over the other. 

 

This is the area to operate in excellence.

You have the opportunity to set the tone

and give them a taste of what it's like to

actually experience your products in real

life!  
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NOTES

brand experience
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website checklist

favicon

updated banner 

low commitment lead magnet

direct lead magnet for people that

are ready to buy (ex: free shipping or

20% off)

mission statement

best sellers

review section

styled and un-styled product

photos

detailed product descriptions

ingredients, fabrics, etc.. 

tutorial for how to use /style your

product
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THE FUNNEL

video  3  takeaways

An effective funnel will take your

business to the next level! Your funnel

will help everything in your business

connect and actually work together. 

 

In order to automate your sales, your

funnel needs to have an effective email

sequence, promotion, and an opt in.

This will allow your customer to follow a

clear journey. 

 

Their journey should consist of the

following:

-your customer becoming aware of your

brand

-your customer opting in for a free/ low

commitment offer

-you sharing direct offer

-you following up to address their

objections. 

 

This will allow you to provide that extra

level of customer service that they'd

normally receive if they were in a store. 

 

Now, it's time to map out your funnel

and decide which tools are best for you!
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NOTES

the funnel

 



SHOPIFY APPS TO HELP YOU BUILD YOUR FUNNEL AND

A BETTER OVERALL WEBSITE EXPERIENCE.

systems

VISUAL QUIZ BUILDER

REBUY

HELPFUL CROWD

PRODUCT BOOST

GEMPAGES



DEVELOP  A
HABIT  OF
TAKING
ACTION!  A
VISION  IS
WORTHLESS
IF  YOU
NEVER  TAKE
ACTION  TO
MANIFEST  IT!  

DONI BROWN



FOCUS

AWARENESS

OVERCOME

OBJECTIONS

DIRECT

OFFER

LEAD

MAGNET

f
u
n
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e
l 
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p
p
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THINK  OF  3  THINGS  THAT

MIGHT  KEEP  YOUR

CUSTOMER  FROM

BUYING  AND  CREATE

CONTENT  TO  ADDRESS

THOSE  OBJECTIONS

DECIDE  3  WAYS  TO

PROMOTE  YOUR  BRAND

PICK  TWO  LEAD

MAGNETS/  OPT  INS  FOR

YOUR  WEBSITE

DECIDE  ON  A  BUNDLE  OR

A  NEW  WAY  TO  PACKAGE

YOUR  PRODUCTS



B E A U T Y  B O S S
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what is the beauty boss association?

- monthly masterclass

- monthly group coaching/ Q&A session

- monthly mindset and strategy podcast

- challenges

- ebooks, worksheets, templates

- accountability and encouragement

The beauty boss association is a membership dedicated to

helping beauty and fashion entrepreneurs grow and refine their

business! Each month we focus on a different topic and dive

deep on how to grow and improve that area of your brand! 

each month you get:



see what members are saying:

T R Y  T H E  B E A U T Y  B O S S  A S S O C I A T I O N  F O R  $ 1 !



who is this membership for?

beauty entrepreneurs

fashion entrepreneurs

those that are still trying to start

their business.

those that have started their business

but need guidance on how to take

things to the next level. 

entrepreneurs that want to connect

with other like minded entrepreneurs. 

business owners that would like

accountability and support!

those looking for real strategy that can

help you grow your brand and upgrade

your marketing strategy.



$1 trial!
START YOUR $1,  5-DAY TRIAL AND

EXPERIENCE WHAT IT'S LIKE TO BE A

MEMBER OF THE BEAUTY BOSS

ASSOCIATION!

START  YOUR  TRIAL  NOW

https://donibrown.memberspace.com/member/sign_up/26b4d17772


DONI BROWN 
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